
Seven Facts that Led Me to Conclude
the Seventh Week of Daniel was
Fulfilled by Christ and His Apostles

I’ve been having exchanges with a brother in Christ who is a Futurist. He
believes the prophecy of Daniel 9:27 is an Endtime event, and I believe it
was fulfilled in the past. The Devil has deceived many Christians today
through ignorance of history and Jesuit false doctrines that have crept into
the Church to think prophecies of Daniel, Matthew 24, II Thessalonians 2, and
nearly all of the prophecies in the Book of Revelation are yet to be
fulfilled in the future. And why would Satan do that? To stop Protestant
Christians from calling Papal Rome “MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF
HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH” of Revelation 17:5, and to stop
calling the popes of Rome “that man of sin … the son of perdition” of 2
Thessalonians 2:3.

Up till the beginning of the 20th century, sound eschatological doctrine
among Bible reading Protestants still prevailed. It changed dramatically
after C.I. Scofield published his Scofield Reference Bible.

Here are seven facts I shared with my friend about the Futurist
interpretation of Daniel 9:27 which he holds, facts that I consider
irrefutable.

It was my pastor who taught me the Futurist view of Daniel 9:27 and the1.
70th Week of Daniel about the Antichrist making a seven-year-covenant
with the Jews and Israel to rebuild their temple which was destroyed by
the Romans in 70 AD. He taught me there is an undetermined gap in time
between the 69th Week and the 70th Week. I first heard this from him
circa 1974 when I was young and without knowing any alternate
interpretations of the 70th Week. I had no reason in my mind to question
him because he was more learned than I was. In 2005 an email friend told
me there is no gap of time between the 69th and 70th Week of Daniel. I
rejected the idea then due to my cognitive bias and because my friend
was a SDA. I thought he was giving me an SDA-specific doctrine. It was 9
years later when I learned he was telling me standard Protestant
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interpretation of the 70th Week.
The very same pastor 19 years later in 1993 confessed that he got that2.
interpretation of the 70th Week of Daniel from C.I. Scofield, a man who
also taught the evil doctrines of Zionism and pre-tribulation secret
rapture. These were two doctrines from Scofield my pastor threw out the
window over 20 years earlier! The pastor also stated that his
interpretation of the 70th Week is only a theory. In spite of that, I
was not motivated at the time to search for alternative interpretations.
I had no access to other resources because I was living in Japan then, a
land with limited English libraries. The Internet was not yet popular. I
didn’t start using the Internet to gain information until 1997, four
years later.
It was finally in December of 2014 I learned from articles on the3.
Internet that up to the 19th century, most Bible commentators taught
that Daniel 9:27 is a Messianic prophecy that was fulfilled by Christ
and His Apostles. One reason I think I received it then is because a
couple years before that I learned that 19th century and earlier
Protestant Bible commentators taught that the prophecy of the man of sin
of 2 Thessalonians 2:3,4 is talking about the office of the papacy. I
believed they were correct. That took me halfway to understanding Daniel
9:27.
Scripture interprets Scripture. Verse 4 of Daniel chapter 9 says,4.
“keeping the covenant and mercy to them that love him.” This is clearly
the same covenant of verse 27! “And he shall confirm the covenant with
many for one week:” Notice the definite article “the” before covenant in
verses 4 and 27? This is indicative that the covenant that was confirmed
was already in existence. The covenant of verse 4 is the same covenant
of verse 27, namely the covenant God made with Abraham, the covenant of
grace through faith. Jesus Himself confirmed this covenant with the Jews
when He preached the Gospel to them! Paul confirms this in Galatians
3:17 when he says “And this I say, that the covenant, that was confirmed
before of God in Christ…” It was Jesus, not Antichrist, who caused the
sacrifice and oblation to cease in the middle of the “Week” or seven-
year period when He was crucified on the Cross of Calvary. His Apostles
continued to openly preach the Gospel for three and a half more years
until major persecution of the believers and followers of Christ began
with the stoning of Stephen, thus ending the 7-year confirmation of the
covenant with Israel and the beginning of Paul’s ministry of preaching
the Gospel to the Gentiles.
Jesuit Francesco Ribera around 1585 concocted the Futurist5.
interpretation of Daniel 9:27 to put the Antichrist into the unknown
FUTURE, to stop the Protestants from calling the popes of Rome the
Antichrist. It also diverted attention from papal Rome, the so-called
“Holy See” of being “MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS
AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH” of Revelation 17:5.
The Futurist interpretation of Daniel 9:27 was largely REJECTED by6.
Protestants until the 20th century when it was proclaimed by C.I.
Scofield in his Scofield Reference Bible, a Bible filled with false
interpretations of prophecy that blinded the Church as to who the man of
sin of 2 Thessalonians chapter 2 is. It and Scofield’s other
dispensational doctrines such as Christian Zionism was and continues to



be promoted by the prestigious Dallas Theological Seminary which wrongly
influenced nearly all the popular preachers of today.
The false Jesuit Futurist interpretation of Daniel 9:27 is held by the7.
majority of evangelicals today which is why many churches are apostate
churches.

Revelation 17-22. Concluding Visions

Chapter 18 is the destruction of Babylon by fire of the Papal ecclesiastical
state. “Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins.

Revelation 16:13, 14. The Three Frogs

The three frogs of the book of Revelation: The Spirits Of Infidel
Lawlessness, Of Popery, And Of Priestly Tractarianism, A.D. 1830-1852.

Revelation 11:15, 19, And 16:6, 7. The
Temple Opened. The Angel With The
Everlasting Gospel
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Religious Revival. The Era Of Evangelic Missions, A.D. 1789-1852.

Revelation 15 And 16:1-12, The Seventh
Trumpet, The Vials

Era Of The French Revolution, A.D. 1789-1830.

Revelation 13 And 17. The Beast From
The Sea, Etc. The Lamb-like Beast. The
Image Of The Beast.
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“There was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies.”
This was surely fulfilled when the Pope assumed the title of Christ’s Vicar
on earth.

Revelation 12:1-17. The Great Red
Dragon

Supplemental History Of The Adversaries Of The Church. Satanic Agency of
Pagan Rome.

The British Church Amongst The
Witnesses
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Popery was not the first form of Christianity introduced into England, but
that previously there existed an Apostolic Church in these islands; and that
consequently the Reformation was but the rooting out of those noxious weeds
which had overrun and all but choked the plant of true Christianity.

Revelation 11:12-14. Ascent Of The
Witnesses. Great Earthquake

Political Establishment Of The Reformation. Separation From The Papacy. A.D.
1552-1790.

Revelation 10:8-11 And 11:1-2. The
Covenant Angel’s Commission

Reformation Of The Ministry And Of The Church

Revelation 10:5-7. The Angel’s Oath
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Martin Luther does not fear 1000 popes because he knows the Lord Jesus reigns
and will eventually destroy the man of sin!”

Revelation 10:1-4. The Epoch Of The
Reformation

Discovery Of Christ The Saviour. Discovery Of Antichrist The Usurper, A.D.
1513 — 1521.

Revelation 10:1-3. Intervention Of The
Covenant Angel

The Epoch Of Antichrist’s Triumph, A.D. 1513

Revelation 9:12-19. The Sixth Trumpet
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The Turco-Muslims, A.D. 1063

Revelation 9:1-11. The Fifth Trumpet

Revelation 9:1-11. The Fifth Trumpet is all about Mohammad and the rise of
Islam and the Muslim invaders.

Revelation 8:13. Forewarnings Of
Coming Woe

Between the fourth and the fifth trumpet , is that period of time in history
between the extinction of the old government at Rome and the rise of
Mohammed.
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